Conflicts around the world are becoming more complex and motivated by economic, social, religious, ethnic and other reasons. However, they should not necessarily be seen as negative; Disagreements are natural and can be a source of innovation and progress. Violent conflicts are at contrary destructive and involve suffering beyond the parties concerned. The program aims to train professionals capable of managing and transforming conflicts using a pragmatic, scientific and independent approach, preventing the outbreak of violence, managing crises, supporting peacekeeping and peacebuilding activities and seeking a vision of sustainable peace.

**OVERVIEW**

- **394 hours**
  Classes on the 4 semesters
- **4 semesters (S1 to S4):**
  S1 to S3 are taught semesters S4 is dedicated to the internship or the dissertation
- **20-30 students**

**CURRICULUM**

- Conflict Management and Transformation
- Sociology of conflicts
- Crisis management

**TARGET COMPETENCIES**

- Detect and mitigate threats to peace
- Deal with unexpected events that compromise peace and well-being
- Preventing the total collapse of peace
- (Re) establish peaceful links between people

**OUR STRENGTHS**

- Transdisciplinarity
- Strong professional dimension
- International dimension of training (themes, languages)
CAREERS

4 MONTHS
Average duration job search

80%
Insertion rate

29 000 €
Median salary

GRADUATE PLACEMENT

Executives in NGOs
—
International organisations
—
State institutions

INTERNATIONAL

Double degree with the University of Pisa in Italy
—
50 % course in English

LEARN MORE

Training coordination:
Anouck ADROT, Aurélie DAHER, Alexis TSOUKIAS
Contact : peacestudies@dauphine.psl.eu

Career center of Paris Dauphine-PSL University
information.orientation@dauphine.psl.eu

INTERNATIONAL LEARN MORE

LES PRÉ-REQUIS

— For direct admissions at the second year: 1st year of any relevant Masters’ degree successfully validated (240 ECTS)
— For the first year admission: Validated 180 ECTS (L3) in any relevant discipline.

PROCÉDURE D’ADMISSION

— Apply online on the MyCandidature application: candidatures.dauphine.fr
— Recruitment on file (eligibility) Interview for eligible people

APPLICATIONS COMMUNICATION - Septembre 2020

OTHER SPECIALIZATIONS FOR MASTER 2ND YEAR

— International affairs
— Sustainable Development and responsibility of organizations
— International economical diagnosis
— International Supply Chain
— International economics and development
— International economic diagnosis
— Decision Support and Public Policy Evaluation